Materials Needed

Fabrics listed are from McKenna Ryan’s TigerFish™ collection for Robert Kaufman Fabrics.

**Dudley Large Turtle**
- AYP-15742-78 Peacock  1¼ yards for Dudley’s Flipper Bottoms, Flipper Tops, Throat and Head
- AYP-15743-206 Sunset  1 yard for Dudley’s Belly
- AYP-15742-7 Green  1 yard for Dudley’s Shell Top and Eyelids
- AYP-15742-56 Pond  ⅜ yard for Dudley’s Shell Plates
- AMD-7000-49 Olive  ¼ yard or 2” x 2” piece for the dark center of Dudley’s Eyes
- AMD-7012-284 Bone  ⅛ yard or 2½” x 2½” for the whites of Dudley’s Eyes

**Doolittle Small Turtle**
- AYP-15742-169 Earth  ⅔ yard for Doolittle’s Head, Flipper Bottoms, Flipper Tops, Throat and Eyelids
- AYP-15744-14 Natural  ⅛ yard or fat quarter for Doolittle’s Shell Top
- AYP-15742-7 Green  ⅛ yard or fat quarter for Doolittle’s Shell Plates
- AYP-15740-78 Peacock  ⅛ yard or fat quarter for Doolittle’s Belly
- AMD-7000-49 Olive  ¼ yard or 2” x 2” piece for the dark center of Doolittle’s Eyes
- AMD-7012-284 Bone  ⅛ yard or 2” x 2” piece for the whites of Doolittle’s Eyes

**BONUS! Large Starfish Pillow**
Choose a favorite fabric or use McKenna’s suggestions, shown on pattern cover:
- AYP-15744-59 Ocean  2 yards

**BONUS! Small Starfish Pillow**
Choose a favorite fabric or use McKenna’s suggestion, shown on pattern cover:
- AYP-15742-6 Purple  ½ yards